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The sixteenth running of the Amateur National for Gordon Setters was held at 

Cloverdale Farms in Danville, VA. It began on November 12 with nineteen starters. 
Judges Kevin and Jean Culver released the handlers and dogs around 9:00 am for the first 
of five braces to be run each day.  

Minnie struck first with a find in bird alley. Roy pointed past the half way point in the 
familiar motte, a place where many dogs scored and a few struck out. Minnie had another 
good find on the back course and along with Roy had a find in the last long corn field of 
the course. 

Dano Morf owner handled Minnie (pictured below) while James D’Amico owner 
handled Roy.  

ZZ and Duncan took to 
the second brace with both 
owner handlers: ZZ with Dan 
Voss and Duncan with Lynne 
Barnett. An honor went to ZZ 
at 12 minuets. He had a 
divided find along with 
Duncan in bird alley. ZZ 
found his next bird in the big 
field motte. Another find was 
called for each dog in the last 
big corn field. Both dogs 

finished running at time. 
Sandra Clock’s dog Polly pointed in bird alley giving John Ward’s dog Jak a chance 

to honor, but that was not to be and John picked up. Polly found birds in the motte and 
went with the birds. We then rode to the club house and broke for lunch. 

After lunch the fourth brace gave us plenty of action with Lynne Barnett at the helm 
for Fraser and Dan Voss with Buck. A divided find started the brace with all in order. 
With Fraser running well he backed Buck on his third find. Buck and Fraser went on for 
another bird each. 

In the fifth brace another point at bird alley for Dusty undid Flyer’s chances and 
Carolyn Gold leashed Flyer. Sent on, Dusty had another four well spaced finds for 
owner/handler Charlie Clock. Immediately after casting away from the motte for his fifth 
find Dusty encountered a bird and didn’t stop.   

In brace six the winner NAFC/FC Cobb’s Golden Kernal had four nice finds. Pointed 
in the motte, Kernal’s bracemate took out the birds for him and ended the day for Susan 
Desilver and Rowdy. Many in the gallery thought they had seen the best so far. Kernal’s 
drive and intensity impressed the Judges enough to declare that there were no holes in 
Kernal’s performance.  

Brace seven: Strider stood through five finds for owner Pat Sanborn with one 
unproductive. Strider’s run wasn’t strong enough to over take the winner but did earn him 



one of two Judge’s Award of Merit. Meanwhile, Amelia was not getting it done for 
Carolyn Gold and she elected to pick up. 

Brace eight: To bird alley with a divided find for Bart with Dano Morf and “007” 
with Bill Holloway. “007” had a barren stand after making the turn at the half way point. 
Bart was pointed in the motte with “007” moving in unaware of Bart when a bird popped 
up and “007” stopped to flush nicely with Bart standing for the flush. Each dog had 
another find near the end. 

With Jill declared in season, Susan Desilver and Scout were dropped down to run 
with Rocky handled by James D’Amico. Rocky had trouble in bird alley and was picked 
up. Scout pointed in the motte with manners. The day was very warm with the cockleburs 
getting to Scout. Desilver elected to pick up Scout near the end with minutes remaining. 

The last brace saw Jill running hard for Dan Voss. She had two good finds and one 
unproductive. Jill’s drive and manners were rewarded with 4th place. 

  
1st place NAFC/FC Cobb’s Golden Kernal handled by owner Linda Sanders 
2nd Place: FC Prairie Star High Plainsman owner- handler Dano Morf. 
3rd Place: FC Shadowfax Fraser Macfarlane owner- handler Lynne Barnett 
4th Place: FC Tomar’s Locust Hill Surprise owner- handler Dan Voss 
JAM : FC Chukarhill Buck Nekkid owner- handler Dan Voss 
JAM: FC Falcons Blind Sided owner- handler Pat Sanborn  
       Bill and Jan Holloway were the Chairman and Secretary for the 2010 Championships 
and along with Stake Managers Dano Morf (National) and Dan Voss (Amateur) 
presented a superb event in a beautiful setting. 
 


